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Network Video – A New Banking Perspective
Partnership and Obligation

its businesses and the city’s economy. The municipal

Mutual trust, a customer-friendly approach and close

savings bank supports activities in the fields of economic

ties to the public administration are the columns on which

and structural development as well as public welfare. It

the success of the Kaiserslautern municipal savings

also supports charity organizations, sports and cultural

bank (Stadtsparkasse) is based. Customer-friendliness

events, and many youth and science activities.

in this context not only
means competent and face-

Customer-Oriented in All Aspects

to-face consulting services,

Customer-friendliness has many forms for the Kaisers-

but also omnipresence:

lautern municipal savings bank: customized solutions

20 branch offices and six

for the requirements of individual companies, attractive

self-service terminals all

products for private customers, and a range of competent

over town guarantee fast

consulting and service activities are offered in a modern

service virtually around the

environment. For example, the bank’s principal office

corner for every one of the

has been modernized and redesigned from top to bottom

more than 100,000 Kaisers-

in order to create an attractive and even more secure

lautern inhabitants. Responsible for this success are

environment for clients to manage their financial

the 270 employees of the savings bank who have

affairs. As part of this modernization an innovative

generated a balance sheet total of approximately

camera surveillance concept has been introduced.

850 million EUR in 2002.
With its regional roots, the municipal savings bank
considers itself to be more than just another bank.
Participation in local activities is very important as the

Security Vision Systems

bank feels very close to the Kaiserslautern residents,
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Backlight - no problem for the MOBOTIX camera.

Highly Intelligent – Extremely Secure
Convincing Concept

presentation of their network camera. I myself was

Werner Stumpf, CEO of the Kaiserslautern municipal

immediately convinced by this solution’s potential. Our

savings bank says, “when we first started planning the

director of operations felt the same way. And the low

remodeling of our principal office in 2001, we also thought

cost definitely was a big plus for Mobotix.”

about integrating a better surveillance solution.” The
insurance company only requested that the cash desks

Officially Certified

be monitored by cameras. “We did not consider this to

However, until then, the device had not been officially

be sufficient,” Werner Stumpf says. “In case of a raid, we

certified for banking environments. Thus, Mobotix

wanted the best possible documentation of the sur-

developed a new version for the cashier area – the

rounding and the entrance areas. Also, we wanted

banking camera. This camera version is equipped with

additional cameras to improve building protection and

two alarm storages and one suspicion storage. This

to provide surveillance of our IT and technical engineering

setup enables the cashier to trigger a special alert when

centers as well as the client vaults,” Mr. Stumpf adds.

a raid or a suspicious situation occurs. Due to an
integrated ring buffer, temporary images are stored

The surveillance cameras previously used were not

non-stop. When an alarm is triggered, the images of

capable of meeting these objectives. They were solely

15 minutes before and after the alarm are stored

designed to monitor the cashier area during a raid and

permanently so that the official requirements are met.

were rather complicated in handling and maintenance.

These sequences can then be evaluated directly.

“And then, our mayor and chairman of the board
of directors, Bernhard Deubig, brought a new

Easy Handling

product by a Kaiserslautern company to our

Mobotix cameras do not need additional

attention,” Werner Stumpf remembers. “We

software and can be managed con-

got in touch with Mobotix and enjoyed the

veniently via an Internet browser.
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The vault cameras and the images recorded
by the integrated video sensors.

“All we need is a customized configuration for

checks of the surveillance system with automatic timely

administering the individual banking and surveillance

notification in case of a system malfunction.

cameras,” adds the director of operations, Michael Valk.
This sums up one of Mobotix’ basic concepts: the

Extraordinary Recordings

company concentrates on actively developing their

“For us, the advantages of the new system are obvious,”

excellent stand-alone solution that is designed to let

says CEO Werner Stumpf. “In case of a raid, the camera

the user configure the camera in a simple and efficient

not only records the event itself but also everything

manner.

else happening in the surrounding areas. Compared
to the former solution, the Mobotix cameras deliver

Customized Solution

more images at higher quality, and the images can

In close cooperation with Mobotix, IT specialist Thomas

be evaluated much faster. We are also very satisfied

Koob of the municipal savings bank developed a

with the camera’s performance in monitoring the buil-

customized concept. For example, for every branch

ding, the IT and technical engineering centers as well as

office, he set up an additional server for the banking

the vaults.”

cameras in order to guarantee permanent availability. For security purposes, these cameras operate in a

Recently, the new solution proved very helpful in an ATM

physically separated subnet to avoid negative effects

incident. In this case of credit card fraud, the cameras

should, in case of an alarm, the entire bank network be

recorded images of the perpetrator that were immediately

overloaded. The camera uses the TCP/IP protocol and,

available. Thomas Koop recalls the police’s positive

thus, is able to access the bank network through a

reaction. “The officers were astonished by the high quality

multi-tier firewall system via gateways. This allows

of the photos that could immediately be used for the

for centralized administration, live image control,

search,” he says.

maintenance and permanent availability and status
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D12 Dual-Fixdome

Integrated Telephone Features
All MOBOTIX IT and Secure models feature bidirectional
audio support. The built-in microphone and loudspeaker
are used for live audio transmissions and storage purposes. Voice messages with PIN confirmation and call

Covers RJ45 wall outlets

MOBOTIX ... the new face of IP video

D12 Dual-Fixdome
Outdoor

Two image sensors for 180°
panorama images

forwarding via IP or ISDN telephony have been integrated

M22 Mono/CF

or open doors from the phone or from the computer.

M12 Day/Night

as well. Using the switch outputs, you can switch lights

Microphone

Robust and Well-Protected
The fiberglass-reinforced housing is shockproof and the
SecureFlex mount protects the network cabling as it
Motion
detector

completely conceals the cables (M12/D12 models).
Weatherproof (IP65) from –30° to +60°C (-22° to +140°F).

Speaker

High Return on Investment

MOBOTIX Technology –
Cost Savings in Every Aspect

Since the number of cameras and storage capacity are
freely scalable and any kind of data connection can be
used (ISDN, DSL, Ethernet, Wireless, GSM, copper, optical),
MOBOTIX means high ROI, even years after installing.

High Resolution For Sharp Images

State-Of-The-Art Technology

All MOBOTIX cameras are high-resolution cameras with

Developed and manufactured in Kaiserslautern, Germany,

integrated image storage and 960 lines (1280x960 pixels)

MOBOTIX produces image-storing weatherproof high-

resolution. The stored image thus contains 12 time more

resolution cameras, including lens and wall/ceiling mount

detail for creating zoomed sections of the image than

for as little as 598 EUR excl. VAT. To date, more than

regular cameras with 240 or 288 lines (CIF, 2CIF). This is

100,000 cameras have been sold worldwide.

why one single MOBOTIX camera with a 90° wide-angle
lens is sufficient to monitor an entire room and yet provides
more detailed images than traditional technology. The
MOBOTIX Day/Night cameras feature zero maintenance
with one color and one B/W image sensor.

Intelligent Storage Technology Uses Fewer DVRs
The new, decentralized storage technology pioneered by
MOBOTIX reduces the number of recorders that store the
smooth high-resolution video by up to 90%. 40 cameras
store smooth video streams including audio on a single
PC, each managing its own ring buffer and database.
Intelligent search features provide swift access to the
stored events. There is no software required for storing
and managing video, eliminating license fees and the
need for expensive software. Event-controlled recording

Download MxViewer alarm management software free of charge.
30 cameras with 30 fps each, layout editor, remote alert notification

and automatic increase of frame rates upon detecting
movements drastically reduce the storage requirements.

MOBOTIX AG
Security Vision Systems

Low Power Consumption Means Enormous Savings

Luxemburger Straße 6

Since MOBOTIX cameras are anti-fogging, do not require

D-67657 Kaiserslautern

heating and only use 3 Watts each, power can be injected

Tel.: +49 (631) 3033-103

into the network cabling using standard PoE products,

Fax: +49 (631) 3033-190

year round. This drastically reduces the amount of cables

E-Mail: sales@mobotix.com

and the power requirements for backup power.

www.mobotix.com
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